


New Weapons, New Methods, and New Ways 
for the Last Days 

 
  (Jesus speaking:) If you begin to question the source of My Words and the 
methods I choose to use in these Last Days, you become weak.  
  But…Does it really matter to you that others do not believe the truths of 
the Spirit? You cannot bear that weight; that is theirs to bear and that is their 
choice to make. 
 
  (Jesus speaking:) I can only use those who choose to be used, who open 
themselves up to Me and who put their whole hearts into the work that I have 
given them to do. These are the ones who accomplish My will. These are the ones 
that I can pour My inspiration through. 
  As you abide in the Word, as you imbibe My Spirit, as you commune with 
Me, as you hear My voice, as you make love to Me, so do you receive the 
inspiration, the strength, the power, and the ideas. So do you have life. But if you 
do not do these things, then you die a slow death. For instead of being white-hot, 
you begin to cool, and the cooling soon turns into freezing and into death. 
  That's why it's so important to stay in the forefront, to receive, to believe, 
and to act upon My Words, the New Wine, the new day, so that you can move 
forward with the white-hot fire of My Spirit!  
 
  The way of greatest fulfillment, usefulness and happiness for each of you 
will only come as you fully embrace the new weapons and the new methods that I 
have given you. There is nothing wrong with these new methods and new ways 
which I have given you for the Last Days, but many hesitate for one reason or 
another--often because of pride--and are thus held back from the greatest 
fulfillment and happiness. 
  Only those of you that are strong in faith and weak in yourselves can enter 
into the promised land of victory and overcoming the fierce attacks of the Enemy 
in the Last Days. It's the day of the weak, and those of yielded spirits and gentle, 
trusting, believing hearts win the race and take the prey. 
  Those of you who have entered into this new day are no longer satisfied 
with the ways and methods and weapons of the past, for you've learned that 
they're not sufficient for the battle that is at hand. You've learned that you must 
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come to Me at every turn and seek My voice of guidance and counsel. You've 
learned that you must love Me intimately to get My seeds. You've learned that 
you must praise Me to keep a thankful and a humble heart. You've learned that 
you must follow My Word and guidance exactly and day by day if you are to be 
successful in overcoming and outsmarting the Devil in these days. 
  So continue to pray for those who have left, but let this not dissuade you 
from your mission. For in war there are always casualties and there are always 
those who can't keep up with the main fighting force for one reason or another; 
nevertheless, the army must continue to move forward. 
  Take in the New Wine and employ the new methods and tactics that I am 
constantly pouring forth. As in the days of Moses, only those that believe may 
enter into the promised land--those that are young in spirit, those that drink in 
and accept the New Wine and live it and put it into practice and employ My 
weapons for today. These are the faithful and true and strong that will lead the 
army to victory. 
 
        You don't have to have any big gifts or talents to make it. You don't 
have to be super spiritual giants of faith or glorious leaders to make it.  All you 
need to make it is exactly what you have right now--faith as a grain of mustard 
seed, Me as your first love, and a love for My sheep. The same things that led you 
to join the Family in the first place--your love for Me, My Word, and My sheep, 
your faith in Me and your willingness to follow Me wherever I lead, your 
yieldedness to do My will--are the same things that will continue to be your 
strengths in the days ahead and will keep you close to Me. 
  You don't have to know the whole battle plan of the future right now; all 
you need is faith to obey My Word for today, to fight the battles today, to grow 
and progress step by step today in the areas that I'm leading you, and trust Me for 
tomorrow 
  
  Thank you for being My ardent bride, for continuing to suck My seeds and 
take the new things, the radical things, the revolutionary things that I continue to 
send down the pipes. (Let’s pray that the Lord will once again send us 
revolutionary things down the pipes.)  Thank you for being excited with great joy 
over My Words, My commandments. Thank you for being excited about each new 
venture, each new step that I ask the Family to make.  
 
  (David speaking:) Thank the Lord that He's put us through so many 



revolutions and made us so revolutionary, so that we're ready now for the big 
ones that are coming in the End! 
 So hold on to your hats, folks, there's a lot more excitement to come! You're 
going to be a strong army that's made up of weak soldiers who are strong in 
Jesus. Praise the Lord!  
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